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‘Are you ready for the EU GDPR?’
Data Protection Course: General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) & UK
Data Protection Act
With potential fines of up to €20 million or 4% of your revenue/budget
- are you prepared for the impeding EU General Data Protection Regulation?
Duration: Half day (0930-1230)
Date: 23rd May 2017
Location: De Vere West One, London, W1B 1PR

On 25th May 2018, the EU GDPR comes into effect; and it’s here to stay well beyond Brexit. This significant legislation
will succeed the Data Protection Act 1998 (DPA), and is described by some as the “biggest single shake up of data
legislation in the last 25 years”. With the Information Commissioner, Elizabeth Denham saying on 17th January:

“There’s a lot in the GDPR you’ll recognise from the current law, but make no mistake, this one’s a game
changer for everyone.”
It will have wide reaching affects for all organisations who collect, manage, process and store personally identifiable
and personal sensitive data for EU citizens - anywhere in the world.
The GDPR will be a Board level accountability, with requirements for clear governance and reporting to ensure
compliance. The consequences for organisations that fail to demonstrate compliance and are found in breach of the
regulation risk facing financial penalties of up to €20 million or 4% of an organisation’s global turnover, whichever is the
greater, criminal prosecution, in addition to damage to reputation.
With the 2018 compliance deadline rapidly approaching, it is essential that organisations start preparing for these
changes now. This half day training course will develop essential GDPR awareness and understanding, and will cover
the following:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

What do we mean by personal data and sensitive personal data?
Why is it important to protect and safely manage personal data;
An overview of the current UK Data Protection Act 1998;
The new requirements of the EU Data Protection Regulation 2018;
Context: Why the change and who does this impact?
New definitions of Personal Data;
Rights of data subjects (including Data Portability)
Key roles and responsibilities (including Data Protection Officers);
Key areas of legislation and liabilities;
Breaches and Consequences – organisational and personal;
Best practice: Getting prepared and Mitigating risks;
Third parties and outsourcing;
The future of the GDPR after Brexit;
The importance of fostering a culture that values information;
Learning from discussion, real life examples and scenarios;
Where to find further information and support.

For more information please contact: +44(0) 844 443 6243 or email academy@templarexecs.com
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